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THE CASE FOR . JACK CANTIN : FAST FACT FORENSIC REPORT

FINDINGS: I believe, with an overwhelming level of scientific probabilitythe human remains & associated artifacts from Montecito are consistent with those of Jack Cantin

Research & planning began in 2020. Targeted human remains recovery took place Summer 2021 by UCSB' s Bioarchaeology & Forensic Bone Lab. We were
able to recover eight ( 8) fragments of bone located within our 110 -acre search zone. We are over 90% certain that these remains are those of Jack Cantin
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Is it bone? Yes How do we know? 

Bone is composed of an organic portion called collagen which gives bones their flexibility, and an inorganic component
called apatite, which gives bone its strength and is made from a unique combination of minerals. Key among those is
calcium and phosphorous. Using portable x- ray fluorescence ( Bruker Tracer III -SD) , a form of componential/ elemental
analysis, we determined that the remains recovered indeed have the key calcium and phosphorous " spikes" diagnostic of
bone ( vs. other materials like shells, wood, stone, asphalt, brick, etc.) 

Is it human? Yes How do we know? 

Human skeletal anatomy is completely unique. Our brain ( skull) - to— body ratio is exceptional in the animal kingdom— as is
the rest of our skeleton. Bone morphology ( size, shape, and structure) is contingent on how we use our bodies. Because
humans walk on two legs, the shape and structure of our bones have evolved in unique ways: our hands, feel, arms, legs, 
shoulders, hips, and spine are adapted to our lifestyle. 

Is it ancient? No How do we know? 

The Chumash Indians first settled in Montecito thousands of years ago. However, they settled on the coast, not ( one mile) 
inland. We found no pre/ historic artifacts or ecofacts. All material was modern, and had once been above the surface (e. g., 
A" - US Penny from 1974) and deposited after the Thomas Fire ( e. g., ' 13% Eucalyptus charcoal). Furthermore, had the

bones spent significant time ( centuries to millennia) in the earth, they would have absorbed an element called fluorine that
is naturally present in the soil & groundwater. We found no traces of fluorine absorption diagenesis in the bones. 
How Iona have the bones been buried? At least 2 - 3 years How do we know? 
The remains are skeletonized. Our porcine experimental models and similar studies demonstrate that human remains on
California' s Central Coast can skeletonize and weather ( show signs of scavenging, cracking, flaking, bleaching) within
three ( 3) years. The mounds from which the remains derive first appear on Google Earth in June 2020. When our dig
began, floral ( plant growth) and faunal ( gopher hole) activity was consistent with one ( 1) year of in situ taphonomy. 
How old was this person at death? 16 - 19 years old How do we know? 

Humans grow and mature at known, consistent rates. In this case, the 41h proximal foot phalanx ( see " 5") informs on age -at - 
death. Among white males, the growth plate fuses with the rest of the bony shaft between the ages of - 16- 19 ( and a year
or two earlier on average among females). 

How tall was this person while alive? 5' 8" - 6' 3" How do we know? 
Human bodies maintain a particular proportion and geometry that is also contingent on sex, age, and race. Autopsies on
thousands of U. S. Military War Dead revealed known constants between bone length and width and living stature. We can
employ Discriminate Function Analysis to determine an unknown stature from the known length of a single bone. While
longer, larger skeletal elements ( e. g., leg bones) are optimal, smaller or irregular bones can still provide stature estimates, 
although with greater error ranges. Our stature estimation assumes the toe bone ( see " 5") and femoral shaft ( see 1") 
belong to a late adolescent while male. 

Were there any unique musculoskeletal anomalies? Leg Activity
Bone "4" is from the ankle region. The portion encircled and signaled by the green arrow highlights an area of bony
scarring. The "cheesecloth" appearance of this bony lesion is consistent with active/ healing periostitis (" shin splints" ) which
is common in growing teenagers who are physically active ( running, biking, soccer). 
What happened to this body at/ around the time of death? Blunt Force & Thermal Trauma

A body is fragile; the incredible force of the debris flow broke human bodies into pieces, held together by a mangled
2 matrix of soft tissue ( muscle & skin). This body was subject to high velocity blunt force poly -trauma ( from contact with

large, fast- moving debris), with concomitant heat - induced breaks ( from a gas main or electric line). The bones show
characteristic perimortem blunt force fractures ( see blue arrow on bone 4). Other breaks in the bone ( see purple arrows
on bone 1) are caused by fulminant thermal shock. Color changes ( from a natural yellowish color to dark browns, black, 
greys and white), shape distortion/ warping, and a brittle " gram cracker" consistency ( e. g., bones 2 & 3) are caused by
increasing heat at a certain temperature and duration. 

What happened to the body after death?? Post- mortem damage and degradation

The remains that were left were subjected to extensive post-mortem damage. We suspect the majority of remains were
inadvertently removed from the site during the course of clearing debris and soil. The non -burned bones have taken on

3 the color of the matrix in which it was deposited. There is no evidence of extensive sun -bleaching and only minimal
evidence of animal scavenging. This would indicate that, prior to their inclusion in the debris mounds, these bones were
underground, but still close to the surface ( we estimate within - 10 cm). The uniform fragmentary nature of the bones is a
likely result of damage from heavy machinery and other earth moving equipment. 

Can we get DNA from these fragments? Not without Destroying the Bones
Molecular approaches will improve in the future. Right now, the amount of endogenous DNA in the samples is at best 1 %; 
the bone has been mechanically-, UV-, heat-, and chemically -damaged. The acidity in the soil has leeched all the organic

4 content from the bone. Of that which remains, much is composed of woven bone, which is far less likely to yield organic
material, than compact ( e. g., petrous) bone, or dental cementum. While bones 1 and 4 may have enough hard, lamellar
cortical bone for sampling (> 300 mg), both have undergone significantly unfavorble thermal and chemical alterations. 

a

What other material evidence exists? Artifacts from the room where Jack was sheltering
This includes decorative objects and textiles, bathroom tiles, privacy glass, personal items/ toys, kitchen items, 
and items of clothing ( e. g., see C - D - E - F - G - H) 

5 Recent Deposits
Artifacts associated with the Cantin Home
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Note: Photos are not to scale & have been enhanced in brightness & contrast


